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0 understanding of the subject-matt

is (after all) the immediate day-to-day qualitative experience of a currilum

which most regularly and pervasively reaches the student. To focus on outcomes

and achievemetit only is to see but one dimension of the exerience.

Vhe Application of Aesthetiu Criticism to Curriculum
Materials: Arguments and IsF,ues

by
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In roduc ion

This paper addresscs tha picULemu of an apropniatn LarLgllage

for talking about problems in the curricultnn field. It outlines

the arguwct1c that the tools of discourse which educz:tion has borroed f_ t

the paradigm of Che sciences is language which seeks commonali-tes, moves

coward generalization, and encovages the abs actiohs inherent in theory.

The nervasive need -"ai the field of educati n t.o develop ge relicable and

replicable solutions to problems defined in those terms has, according to this

argumen±, cErtain necessary constraints on what ye lect to examine as curricu-

lar problems or issues. This techntcal paradigm, order d by the standards by

which causali.ty can oc determined, aecessarily overlooks the peculiar and unique

qualities of _he very idiate and "Ilved-in" phenomenon which is ale curricu-

lum. It encour ges, in a sense, au elevati -_ of theory at tbe exTense of

real and vivid contact with the p=actical. This imbalance 1- :itical to our

-f the discipline of "curriculum," for it
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One response to this imbalanc, is to turn to the disciplines of aesthetics

and aesthetic criticism, whose traditions and tools of discourse are deliber-

ately geared toward a sensitivity to the unique qualities of artifacts which

structure human experien e. Huebner (1966) calls this tradition, when applied

adocat the "aesthetic rationale," and a

a nLmbcz of ,3duca-

ng argument has been built,

dsvelopiag such au o ttiui Adlin

This paper summati2ea the major points in that arg.gnerit, but the emphasis here

is on some of the issues and questions that are endemic to the applicaLiol of

aesthetic criticism to curricula. It is hoped that by identifying aome of tha

substantive issues in curriculum critIcism, those Involved in developng this

approach can. be sensitive to the qualifying conditions involved in transposing

aesthetic criticism to the context of curricuLar problems. EventuaLly, if

curriculum critricist is to have conceptual and practical power, these issues

rust be addressed directly. Tha prima y goal of this paper, then, is to out-

line the problem and define some questions, which may help curriculum theorists,

and others who are one or more s eps re oved from the practical context of

iculun-making or teaching in the schools, to come closer to the vivid

practical qualities of the ultimate subject-matter of the discipli e. If the

paper allows us to re-think our biases about what is naijeLc in defining a

curriculum, it has amply served its purpose.

The Arnment: Theor nad the Practical in Curriculum

The wide-ranging natu_e of the curriculum field, as a disci-Nine, 3eeals

co encourage the development of theory and of conceptual superstr-ctures.

Discourse about curriculum in the professional journals, at any tate, appears

to be quite comfortable and prolific at the level of theory-buildiag, models,

and mete-language. Mere are both implicit and explicit reasons for this.

The susceptibility to the- izing and systematic fortnuiatong is due in part to

3



an apphreut nced to defiae and bring to order to the very diverse subject-

muttez of ied !whose -ery- label (what is_ "a curriculum," anyway, and what

is it maae can refer tc courses, to whole sequences of study, to content

areas, or to th ideir discipline hieh attempts to oversee all of these.

It is due In pa , to the fact that, for all this diversity, it is_ pos_ible to

identify consitent sets of vc;riabl-- and to find an underlying struc ure in

curriculum issues or in the process of currlc1um making. Schwab (1973_

Walker '1971), can arid Pryrnler (1967), GoccIlad end Richf-er (1966)
, for

exampLe, have persuasively t&ntifiEd vm7lous underlying orders within the

confusing cmpleNities of curriculum macing. And tu part the attention to

theory reflects a 1 ,-standiag concerl with the tnprecisio- of the language

of the disc pline and a need to develop an appropriate language of discourse

(Huebner 1966. Ma donald 1965, 1371, Mann 2969; Caavell 1950; Bantock 1961).

Furthermore, meta-language and theoretical discourse serve a purpose for those

considering curriculum problems at a leveL removed from the practical realm

f teaching. As frameworks for describing the larger context of a "curriculu "

they can sensitize curriculum workers to the interrelationships in educational

issues and processes.

There is a limit, however, to the usefulness of theorizing and generalizing

so practical field as curri m; the seductive ess of theory and commonali-

ties can easily divert our atten ion fron the really crucial issues involving

particul r and unique problems of curriculum. The tendency reflects Schwab

arg es (1969) a "flight upward" from the proper practical concerns of the

dis.ipline, a shlft from using _ princdples of curriculum analysis and devel-

opment to talking about them. And in the cu riculum fald especially, which

seeks to produce good practical products and has a constituency of practitio e s

who are ultimately affected by deliberations about curriculum, this kind of
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flight upward can hamper not only our practice but our thinking about prac-Ace.

t is interesting to acknowledge at this point that a paper with

conceptual a focus as this, talking about the problem of talking about ?rincipaes,

in many ways the epitome this flight into meta-language. But the a g1-1-

ment developed here leads to some very practical approaches. It is perhaps

ntomatic of the stdte of the art th t theoretical discoursa aT-lut problems

in theory seems an appr p iate jumping-off point rc getti -1- back in touch

with the practical).

Theory, Schwab argues (1969 ). pert 'us to the regularities among the things

it b u s; it abstracts generalizations from the particulars. Even in cur-

riculum, theory involves sometimes very refined, elegant and persuasive re-

presentations of the phenomena at hand; deliberately helps to make sense out

f appareat chaos. It shows us the commonalities and offers principles by which

to explain and order them. And all of this, to a certain extent, is useful in

a field which, it seems, is still in the process of defining and justifying it-

self to other more established branches of education (the "organizational

structur " of the field, as Schwab po nts out, is weak).

But productive curriculum discourse--that which deals with real curricula

and their particular, unique, complex problems--deals in practical questions;

ultimately curriculum di course must always be brought to bear on concrete par-

ticular cases. And no general theory about the components of "curriculum modules

however elegantly argued (Duncan and Frymier 1967) can really help us deal with,

for example, for the particular qualities of a unit on early explorations of

the Great Plains. A discipline which rel es heavily on theory and model-building

to define the subject-matter of its field lacks the tools or language with which

to portray--and therefore, to react to, revise, deliberat about--particular

curri ula that the theories purport to subsume.



How then, can those 0± us who :-.re prone to C ing, who us,a' it pruductively

in cther contexts, and who are also involved in de.eloping curricLli, collie to

have c more immediate sense of the practical nature of our craft? How can we

talk about curricula and their problems

and peculiar qualit

it is important to realize that the problem of a perhaps co

language which reflpcts their unic

pervasive

tendency to generalize and to seek refuge in theory onLy reflects the constrants

in ou- ways of thinkir-, about educati -al problems generally. Our definitions

of educational problems, themselvas, are couched in a rhetoric which by definition

aek,s laws and pincip1es as i.as outco . it is a language which necessarily dis-

counts the particular in order to seek gene alizable solutions. The confusion

concerning the appropriate farmg _f inquiry for the field can be phrased in terms

of the different modes of perceiving, or the different ratiooales", through which

practical educational problems era approached. Different rationales provide

different tools for identifying problems and for communicating what is learned.

Huebner's (1966) paper on curricular language and the value systems under-

lying it is perhaps the most comprehensive statement on the alternative languages

available to the cur iculum field. He identifies five possible "rationales", or

modes of valuing educational phenomena. These are:

1. Technical. "Current curricular ideology reflects, almost
completely, a technical value system. I has a means-ends
rationality that approaches an economic model. End states,
end produzts, or objectives are specified as carefully and
as accurately as possible....Major concerns for the curri-
cular worker are the mobilization of material and human
resources to produce these ends." (pp. 14-15)

2. Political. This value system acknowledges that the educa-
tor does have a position of power and control, in influencing
others, and that his or her continued support depends on a
careful exercise of powar. All educational activity is
valued politically.



Scientific. Scientific valuing seeks to maximize attain-
ment of information or knowledge for the teacher or educa-
tor. Scientific valuing is a necessary form of valuing and
continually seeks more information about educational phenomena.

Aesthetic. "The aesthetic valuing of educational activity
is often completely ignored....Scientific and technical
values are more highly prized consciously and convertly.
Valued aesthetically, educational activities would be v ewed
as having symbolic or aesthetic meanings." (p. 17)

h- ql. "The concern of this value category is not on the
significance of the educational act for the other ends, or the
rationalization of other values, but the value of the educa-
tional act per se." (p. 19)

Historically and cur-ently, Huebner argues, educational d Tcourse in

America has focused on the t -hnical, the political and the scientific

rationales. Gne or another of these three perspectives historically haj dom-

inated both the rhetoric of education and the actual functioning of the

schools at any given period.

Although our traditional emphasis on the technical rationale is, in many

respects, a useful mode of thought in curriculum, a number of critics (Huebner 1966,

Macdonald 1965, 1971 Eisner 1972, Mann 1969, Westbury 1970, Shulman 1970 ) have

argued that the language of technique and science (and its syntax of empirical

proof, which education has borrowed from the social sciences and ultimately

from the "hard" sciences) (Shulman 1970) is a constraint,on our perspective

on educational problems. By seeking causal relationships, this paradigm limits

our perceptions to those questions which can be phrased in terms of causality

and.generalization. The technical rationale constrains our ability to con-

ceptualize relevant variables, to evallate creative efforts, and generally to

see the less systematic and more evanescent qualities of schooling. It is a

rationale which demands principles and predictability, and a standard of re-

plicability; it encourages theory.



Within this general paradigm of educational t search, the cur iculum

can easily be regarded as a means to a (usually predetermined) end; educational

quality comes to be defined lar-e_y in terms of curriculum outcomes, in turn

defined in terms of achievement. We come to look f- devices, methods,

chaticteristics which can be generalized to other curricula in order to

produce the appropriate measurable imporvements. And in doing so, the special

non-repeated qualities of a given cu- Aculum may be down played in deliberations

about it.

And yet, as Mann (1969) so powerfully argued, every curriculum which every

child works through is a real, Immediate, and "lived-in" thing every moment

of the school day It influences both students and teachers, it Is part of

the environment which molds the child's experience of schooling, it provides

some of the most significant (or at least the most obvious) "brackets" by

which a child's day is defined. Whatever cognitive-growth effects it may be

having, it is also inescapably a part of the child's experience--pervasive,

personal, reactable to. Like anything which puts boundaries around the

normal flow of experience, and defines it in a way that can be noticed and

appreciated, a cu iculum (and by implication, a set of cur iculum materials)

can be considered (in Dewey's terms, 1958) potentially an aesthetic experience.

And, as Mann (1969) and Eisner (1972) argue, the educational tradition which

values. curricula in terms of outcome and looks for commonalities that apply

across variables, is a tradition which is unable to fully grasp and appreciate

the no :epeated qualities tha_ influence the experience they offer.

Huebner (1966) proposes the aesthetic rationale as a supplement td the

technical mode of valuing educational experience, an argument which is reflected

in the writings of other educators. The proposition that the tools of aesthetic

criticism be applied to educational settings has been made by Mann (1969),

Westbury (1970), Eisner (1972), who argue that the curriculum can legitimately

8
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be considered as a work of art, and analyzed in terms appropriate to a work

of art. For Mann, this would allow us to focus on the "lived-in and immediate

experience offered by a curriculum; it would allow us to capture some of the

ineffable and peculiar quality that any curriculum presents to each user, and to

account in this way for the ethical effect which any curriculum has by virtue

of its influ nce on people. Eisner's argument takes this farther: an aesthetic

approach to curriculum would rovide us with a different and possibly more

fruitful avenue toward cur iculum evaluation. To see a curriculum as a work of

art, and to judge it in those terms, is to assess it in ways that educational

research has heretofore not allowed but which might tap its more enduring and

more pervasive effects.

Some similar'ties between curricula and "works of ar " mny be helpful to

clarify the arg ent. The more evident of these are the following: 1) both

are products of human construction; they are "artifactual"; 2) both are a means

communication between the originator (developer or artist) and an audience

(users or museum-goers); 3) both are a transformation of the knowledge of the

originator into a form that is accessible to the audie ce (Langer's view of

art as a transformation of non-discursive knowledge into a physical medium

articulates this view most clearly) (1957); 4) both are, in different senses,

the product of a problem-solving process. Ecker (1966) description of artistic

work, as a series of meeting and resolving problems of form and expression, has

a clear parallel in the kinds of deliberations engaged in by curriculists in

determining the form and content of a curriculum (Walker 1971). 5) poth

depend for their meaning on the encounter with the audience: both provide a

situation in which the audience's response is invited and virtually demanded.

6) Both provide a set of "brackets" or boundaries to the audience's experience:

both curricula and works of art present selections from the total realm of

experience, organized and formulated in a way that _truetur_

9
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of that experience. Both do this deliberate y. 7) When they succeed in

capturing the attention of the audience (by int-insic interest, among paintings

in a musetua, or too often by assignation, for the users in a school), both can

provoke strong reactions in the audience. Neither is very often received

neutrally. 3) Both can be placed within a tradition of history and style

change; by h are participants in an ongoing development of style and a cumu-

lation of tradition. Both lay be either revolutionary o supersaded,

time both. 9) Both invite criticism and as essment

Aesthetic criticism is a long-established mode of descriptive portrayal.

Whatever else it may cover (the artist's intentions or historical context,

biographical information, social history, or whate:er), art criticism necessarily

demands a descriptive scrutiny of the work itself. In arguing a judgment, the

critic creates a vivid descriptive image of what seems most salient in the

subject at hand (a reproduction is not enough: the critic uses analytical

description as a means of selecting and presen ing the evidence to support a

judgment). Criticism has a long tradition by which it has evolved standards and

criteria for the assessments it offers. One of the most stringent (though always

implicit) standards is the one which Pepper (1945) defines as "structural corroboration",

According to this standard, the evidence which a critic offers in support of a judg-

ment must be internally coherent; it must hang together on its own, much like a legal

defense (which attempts to re-create a nonrepeated past event in a way supporting

a particular interpretatation'of that event) must be internally coherent. (This is

significantly, in contrast to the usual standard of verification in the sciences

and education, that of "multiplicative corroboration", where an observation or

measurement is either repeated many times or made by numerous judges.) And it

must be not only internally coherent but also verifiable by any other observer

who looks at the work -- it must not be so ar ane or abstract that the description

can't be tested against visible reality. It must be, in Eisner's words, referen-

1 0
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ially adequate" (197 ).

Thus, the art critic, operating under standards of the internal coherence

and referential adequacy _f a critical description, is concerned with transforming

the plastic qualities of visible work into the language of ordinary discourse,

creating through description a verbal image wh ch is evocative, suggestive,

vivid, and verifiable. Thus the critic, Kozioff's terms) (1960 "renders"

the work of art into o dinary language, connecting with .he less trained

perceptions'of the reader. The cri-ic, by focusing on the experience created by

a work, provides a kind of bridge between the work of art and the reader. "The

function of criticism- as Dewey has said (1958), "is the re-education of p -cep-

n". And if the tools of art criticism help us to see qualities in a work of

that we might otherwise have overlooked, the tools of criticism should

similarly help us to more clearly see the unique qualities of curriculum materials.

Aesthetic _-iticism, in this sense, has not heretofore been applied to

curriculum materials, but a number of frameworks and theoretical orientations

to this practical question have been proposed. Westbury (1970) argued the

analogy between literary criticism and curriculum evaluation -1d Kelly (1973)

atte pted to explicate that relationship. Kaufman (1970) proposed a set of

aesthetic categories to be applied in examining educational phenomena, and Greer

(1974) has laid the groundwork for criticizing teaching as an art form, using the

questions inherent in the different "world views" identified by Pepper 1945 ).

In an earlier -o k (Valiance, 1975), I proposed a set of "guidelines" for the

critical description of curriculum materials, based on the techniques of vivid

description used in the criticism of paintings, and applied them to these sets

of cu -iculum materials.

11



Endemic in all of the current efforts to develop the aesthetic rationale

are a number of inescapable issues. The justifiable failure to deal directly

ith many of these issues may mean that productive debate on the role of curri-

culum criticism will lack sharpness and focus; it surely does mean that the

conceptual underpinnings of this very prac ical approach to curriculum can't yet

be fully understood or argued to skeptics.

lt is in an effort to gain some conceptual cl rity about ctiticis

education and thereby to lend strength to the erg ents -- that the remainder

of this paper is devoted to describing some of the major issues involved tn this

approach.

Problems and Issues in Curriculum Criticism

The application of art criticism techniques to curri ulum uate als--and

indeed the whole concept of "curriculum criticism" -- is new to the literature

of education. There is, therefore, no established tradition against which to

evaluate the appropriateness of any given argument, no co text ia which to assess

examples of curriculum criticism in their own terms. This lack of an evaluative

context has at least two important implications for the development of a dis-

cipline of criticism: it frees the critic to expLore the relationship between

criticism and cu riculum from a numb of different angles, but it also demands

that the deliberations about the appropriateness of criticism disclose as many

pertinent questions as possible so as to facilitate further investigations.

The real power of curriculum criticism will depend on many things. It will

depend on the_elaboration of different approaches and emphases to fit the very diverse

and conflicting conceptions of curriculum currently held by educators (though

12



lies* s.Jili 9urely b

2-

a le to criticism than othe

Valiance 1974) will depend on the emerg f a richly diverse set of critica

Pectives arid analysis of lihat n criticism is useful to eidersLanding

probanos. it wi12 depend. on sensicizing e&catrs to the value o che critic I

Pe pecti (insofar as this js demonstrated) . Aad all tin se d1..l dep end

in pert on oxir success in. resolving some of the more -basic issues iraerent

the a othetie rationale.

The iseues co be discussed he _ fall into three nategoxles. First is a

set of questions de ived directly from the 1oLeal Jart_sksi which are enbed.ded

in. the argument for curriculum criticism. Secondly, there are the re -pecif lc

.2113.15.11_ ImellaElail of scale of Ole e aSsutLvnS.

set of problems whict reflect the dilemma o f

hirdiy, there is a whole

this approacI agairist

others the question of which ins ights are chique to aes thetic ri ticise,

and how these complement the ore traditon..al e's of talloing about curricula,

are basic issues that demand attentioa at s ome pirit. rtis .n1udes te Big
tiat how, pra tically speakimg, the aesthetic critic-1sta of curriculium

be expected to prove or clarify ocr knowledge Qf cu.xrcu.lurc qual-ity? na la
section. of the paper deals with this

Ass ti..oteint
tssue.

The assumptions unleaded i.e the a2gument for cricicisra are both a source of

empiriaal queston.s and a guide for 'identifying larger i sties raised by the
approach. Thai' Verificatiell 1.s essential if the conceptual 8ruent piesented

'here is to be stabs tantiated la practice.

A umption.s 14 the argaraent inolwie: 1) t s ap priave -to consider a cur

ciculue in. the same contest that one cnsider s a work ef at t can LegLtimateLy

(tbough temporariLy, fox our purpose ) be i olated from thQ LarRer context of infcreu

ticn araiLabLe en it, Env' comadered as an artifact which influences the experience*
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otters. It merits scrutiny as an aesthetic object in its own terms.

ther it is finally judged to be "aesthetic" in the popular positive sense

_he term, of wurse, is always to be determined.) That is, a course (or,

"here, a set of curriculum materials) has a meaning wad a signiicance in its

worieht, independent of the larger series of t.thich it may be part or the

latiorale and theories that lie behind it (unless, of course, these emerge

+clearly in the materialn the elves). 2) The aesthetic qualities of curriculum

vatriaLs ha_e an edumatioaal significance. That is, the standards by which

-Via critic judges a set of educational materials come both from aesthetics and

from a sensitivity to educational purpo-es and problems. Thus the perspective

f educational criti-ism enables dhe critic to disclose th -e aesthetic

equalities of the curriculum which are salient in that curriculum's influence

cm others, and to assess thlos qualities from an educational point of vim

lhe currJ.culum critic connects the tradition of critical practice with educational

exp ci each illuminates the other. 3) The critic's perception, verified

against the curriculum materials themselves, can illuminate the perceptions of

others wE10 will encount -k. 4) The qualities of dhe curriculum materials,

es the cr1stants In a curriculum (used in differwat _ettings by teachers and

stucloota of varying ability and style), are one indication of the quality of the,

_)qpierience itself. A description wtich focuses on the constant physical form of

tie mateialsi can provide information that may be relevant in some way to a varietj

Of fotsntial users, without being limited by the constraints of particular kinds

Of settings. 5) The aesthetic perf)ective on curriculum materials, by ignoring

tie weintemtual aspects of the materials, derives its validity partly from the

smalopljetween this perspective and the student's. That is, the critic dis-

counts (no the student ignores) the full context of the materi ls: the

relation of any particular set of materials to others in the school calendar,

1 4



to the goals of the developers, tr the educational philosophy underlying the

selection of content, and to other contextual variables are bypassed in creating

a critical description. Becuase the critic experience approximates that

of the student, it can provide insights that curriculists or teachers are

unable to see. 6) Artistic terms which refer to the internal structure

and pervasive qualities (Dewey 1958)

when applied to curricu_um materials.

effect of a painting on a viewer also

f a work of art are equally valid criteria

The qualities which determine the aesthetic

determine the aesthetic satisfaction

provided by curriculum materials. Therefore, it is appropriate to bor

terms directly

have qualities

appropriate to

from the realm of artistic discourse.

ow some

7) Curriculum mate ials

which disttuguish them from the plastic arts and therefore it is

develop additional techniques and terms, beyond those derived

from art criticism, in talking about cur icula in aesthetic te

Empirical Implications

A. number of important questions, subject to empirical Investigation, are

suggested by these assumptions. Twa types of empirical questions will be dis-

cussed. These are: 1) questions referring to the assumptions underlying the

argument for criticism, 2) questions raferring to the accura y of critical

perceptions.

Underlying_asasemptions. The assumptions underlying dhe approach to

critical description argued here must be subjected to empirical verification

if a tradition of educational criticism is to be s-lidly founded. Briefly

summarized, the relevant empirical questions are: I) Is it practical or ill

imativ_ to isolate curriculum materials from the larger context and consider

them as a separate whole? Or dees this in fact provide too little information

to decision-makers? Is it more useful to try to consider the whole series in

which they may be taught, or to try to account for the differint educational

1 5
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settings in which they may be used (different student abilities, _eaching

styles, community settings, etc.). Does a critique of curriculum uaterials

outside of this functional context demand too much interpretation by the

reader to be practically helpfuJ.? 2) Do curricula which vary greatly

in aesthetic qualities have correspondingly different eicatin,nal Impacts?

(And how might this be assessed?) V* the aesthetics oi a curriculum really

"make a difference" to the quality of the schooling experi ze? 3) Do the

educational critic perceptions in fact enable other peuple to see qualities

in the materials that they hadn't noticed before? And Ofc, these enhanced

perceptions actually facilitate informed decisi ki s? 4) H accurately

do the materials themselves reflect (or influence) the quality of the experience

undergone in classroom use of the terials? How strongly do the student materials

color the students' expe ence? is dhe fact that th,a materials are tht only real

constant across many settings a sufficient argument, for focusing an th materials?

ghat else colors the experience that the students have with a given curriculum?

eA teacher with wi-ion I discussed these question- suggested that _hers' Guides

are the best indicatien of what the curriculum is like: Would then a c itical

description of the teacher's guide be practically more useful than a description

of the student text? Wuld it come closer to capturing the flavor of dhe curriculum-

in-use?) 5) How accurately does the critic's experience of the materials appro -

imate that of the student? Does the critic's disco--ting the contextual info

ational aspects of the curriculum in fact allow reveal the qualities in the

curriculum that are most salient to stude_t_? (An aside: would students per-

haps react more favorably to the critical descriptions than teachers, Who could

assess them against what they kno- of the materials in other contexts?) 6) Are

there some aesthetic qualities which are not (for any reason ) appropriate to

discussing curriculum materials? Alte _atively, are there some a-sthetic qualities



which are peculiar to curriculum and cannot be sought in diseourse on art?

Do users actually e:-.9erience the total beginning-to-end structure of a whole

set of cur iculum materials, as the "curriculum as work of art" approach implies?

Does past experience suggest that a tr atment of individual parts, or of at in-

complete sequence, aight be a more appropriate approach?

Accuracy ofcritical perceptions, An important area o investigation.

will focus on the accuracy of the crit c's per eptions as --asured again t

those of adult practitioners (teachers and curriculum workers) and student

using the matarlals -- in short on th "referential adequacy" of the cism.

One of the strongest qualities of criticism is the analogy between the critic

amd the viewer -- placed in the p sition of confronting or experiencing a

wtjLic of art (a p inting, a play, dance, Or educati _al materials), both critic

and viewer have qualitative race ions to it. In tha realm nf art, it is the

critic's "funded perception" and informed int-_ est" (Dewey 1958) which

hence his or her experience of the work and enables the critic to group the

pervasive qualities of the work, and to communicate these aesthetic valities

in ordinary Language that is accessible to the ordinary vi

This situation is Teriected, with some changes, in the context of c ii-

culum cricisni. A significant difference Is that whereas the art critic special

xpertise derives from a qualitatively greater familiarity with "art" than the

general public which is the audience, the curriculum critic is immersed in much

the same world as the audience of the criticism. All are involved in education on

a day-to-day basis, and the distance may not be as great aS between art critic

and general public. The cur_iculuo critic's expertise lies pa tly in being able

to reflect the several perspectives of the diverse audiences of the curriculum,

and partly In at ability to pe ceive the salient qualities of the curriculum

without undergoing the full se e ter-long axperience that it actually entails for

the student or teacher. The curriculum critic, then operates from a similar
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orie =ation and practical setting as those of the various audiences, but

eriences the materials in a different -ay.

This view of curriculum criticism raises several questions which merit

some scrutiny. They include the following: 1) How accurately can the critic

prefigure the student's reactions to the "feeling" of curriculum materials?

(For example, If a critic sees a particular textbook as "chaoti- and loose",

how likely is the student s experieiice of that text to be a disorganized and

loosely connected one?) 2) How accurately cat a critic prefigure the reaction

of the teacher to the same materials? (That is, a set of course materials

which seem partial or "lacking in cl -ure" to a c _tic mdght Or might not

seem incomplete to the teacher when using them). Is what the critic sees

as a salient quality of a set of materials an accurate reflection of the quality

f those materials-in-use? (Does a text which seems overly structured, weighty,

or biased in some way actually come across that way in class?) 41 If not, can

we specify what acco

qualities-in-use?

s for the difference between aesthetic impression and

it always teaching style which matters? What of the

context -f other couroes in the cu riculum? Or the social climate of the

school? Can we assess the impact of these on curriculumAn-use?) 5) How can

the critic's experience with the materials be ter approximate the experience

of the users? What factors in the background or training Of the critic enhance

or diminish the sensitivity to aesthetic qualities of curricula and to the

educational significance of these? (Is perceptivity heightened by an aesthe

backg ound? by an educational generalist background? by subject-matter

expertise? by teaching experience, or by variety in same? Might students in

some cases be more effective critics than adults and if so how might they be

trained?)
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Justification

The questions as to the relative value or usefulness of the aes hetic

rationale and of curriculum criticism clearly cannot begin to be settled

until considerably later. But the issue of justifying curriculum criticism,

a context which is so permeated with technical/scientific paradigm will be

a fascinating one.

The justification can come from at Least three sources. Part of it lies

in the validity of the argument presented at the beginning of this paper --

more experience and more practical attempts at curriculum criticism are re:iuired

before we can know whether an aesthetic rationale actually can show us insights-

into educational experiences that theory necessarily di regards. The value of

the insights will vary with the particular setting, of course, bui for our

purpose the prior question is whether criticism does provide an inroad to the

unique qualities of different curricula. The argument has seen made; it remains

to be seen exactly how these insights differ from those available from a more

technical "causal" perspective on curriculum

The second source of justification goes the next step. Assuming that

criticisn does provide novel insights we must also know whether these are useful

in practical curricular situations. Do they help us to choose between cur c a?

Does the new perspective make a difference in our judgments? Does it allow us to

demand more of curricular change? I- it useful to teachers, administrators, parent

and students? To some of these more than others? Why? And does it really bring

erstwhile curriculum theoeists (myself included, and some of my best friends, too)

closer to the immediate qualities of their subject matter?

Extending this line of thought still further, we must then wonder whether

the refined judgments of the various audiences actually influence the quality

of the experiences offered to children in school. By what standard- would we

1 9



know that this curricular quality was smmehow "better"? To what extent would

the old criteria (achievement, retent on, etc.) still apply? What new

criteria are implied by the aesthetic rationale?

The argument Nopounded in this paper, of course, presumes a yes answer

to most of the yes/no question raised above. Other arguments within the aesthetic

rationale may have a different base, and will raise some different specific

issues. But any argument and practical application will, I think, entail

some assumptions in the argument sone implied empirical questions (related

to the assutnptior and to accuracy), and some issues on which the justification

depends.

But in any case, the curriculum critic will be confronted by the skeptic

saying "so what?" -- what does this do, beyond giving us a whole new set of

variables to play with?

Certainly the whole scientific tradition in educat on n,ilares against

an aesthetic non-instrumental view of the components of the schooling experience.

The same tradition will probably insure that curriculum criticis_ (and its

insights) will be dealt with for a while in the context of variables and re-

plicable objectivity. Its insights may well be subjected to the tests of

multiplicative corroboration. The need for straight information -- "quanti-

tative" and otherwise trimmed of individual. interpretatiOn -- echoes through

the educational research journals --d provides the standards by which new

efforts are judged. Much of the useful ess of criticism in curriculum will

depend on educating educators to entertain an alternative perspective. Nuch

will also depend on developing appropriate -tyies of crit cism and training

competent and sensi ive critics.

Conceivably critics could come from various sources, including the

disciplines that now train curriculum generalists, subjec -matter specialists,

art educators curriculum evaluators, or art criticism it -if (though no
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discipline specifically trains art critics). Is there any identifiable

orientation which can facilitate the training of sensitive critics, well

versed both in problems of aesthetics and in assessing the educational

significance of aesthetic aspects of cur icula? In any case, how might such

critics by trained? What special predilections and skills are.essential?

to the task of curriculum criticism?

Conclus Coimnents on Art Criticism and Curriculum Critisn

The criticism of curriculum materials, as outlined here and the

criticism of art do ahare some qualities which bind them inextricably to-

gether. Both provide a personal and individualized view of the work,

attending to it in the isolated but complete context in which the user or

viewer experience it b:th attend to detail as a means of building a larger

impression and in both the use of detail focuses on relational patterns

rather than individual ite:- of information; both are selective, referring only

to the most salient of the qualities which determine the work's effect oi

the writer; and both reflect a personal involvement with the work in question.

Criticism of curricula and o are both are active, interpretive, personally

involving enterprises. Both attempt to communicate the nature of that experi ace

to an audience whose perceptions are, for whatever reason, less carefully attuned.

But they are not the same. The curriculist has a whole additional tradition

f experience against which to ke both incidental and deliberate comparisons,

and must be prepared to defend his or her perceptions and selections on both

aesthetic and educational grounds. This dual o ientation of the critic defines

the dimensions of the curriculum materials as perceived by the critic, for

these materials may have conflicting qualities: qualities which are aesthe-

tically appropriate may be educationally questionable, and vice versa. Azd
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therefore the nature of judgment in the two endeavors is different also:

where the judguents of art criticism may emerge from the disclosure of patte-:s

which are intrinsically valued, the judgm nts of curriculum criticism must go

beyond descriptive analysis and the disclosure of patterns to consider these

in the context of educational meaning. But because the real educational

meaning of any curriculum is as variable as the specific context in which

it 'ill be used, the curriculum critic must leave the final:judgment open.

The task of the curriculum critic is to facilitate a judg Aat which will

vary according to educational setting. The final judgment -- of the value

f a set of curriculum materials or of the manner in which they must be

adapted or supplemented -- is ultimately up to the practitioner. The most

that curriculum criticism can do is to disclose the salient aesthetic qualities

f the work, allow aesthetic judgments, and provide the educational analysis

which can facilitate practical judgment.

Curriculum criticism, when fully developed as a discipline or a

may enable theoretical discourse about curriculum to connect directly

edition,

with the

practical. And it would, hopefully, be able to deal adequately with the

qualities of cu-lcula in use In classrooms, and enable cu riculum practitioners

to perceive qualities in the materials of their profession which dhe technical

rationale does not reveal. But most of all from the point of view of the

problems identified earlier in this paper, it may enable curriculum theorists

to come closer to the practical nature of the subject-matter of their field.

Hopefully we can begin to bridge the peculiarly persistent gap between theory

and practice in the diverse discipline we call "curriculum".
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